At Highbury Pools, we believe in delivering the WOW! factor.

When we say “Feel the love”, it’s not just another feel-good catch phrase. We really mean it and the only way to really get the point across is to boldly make it a part of everything we do. When it comes to inground pools, we want you to have YOUR pool, YOUR way.

Imagine taking that first step into your backyard getaway. The cool, calming nature of the soothing serenity embraces your skin and time seems to stand still. When others are rushing out the door to fall in line at the next traffic jam, you’re blissfully relaxing as soon as you step outside. This is more than just a pool; this is an escape from reality, a centre of community, bringing together family, friends, and unforgettable moments. Welcome to taking the first step into your future.
Dare To Dream

Napoleon Hill once said, “Whatever a mind can conceive and believe, it can achieve.” At Highbury Pools, we believe YOU can achieve whatever it is YOUR imagination can conceive! Whether you can see yourself jumping into an elegant, freedom oasis, or you envision relaxation with a more straight edge contemporary look, Highbury Pools can help turn those delicious dreams into realities!

You Dream it. We Create It!
Highbury Pools

Engineered for Excellence

Having high standards means understanding that small details make a HUGE impact. Having world class standards means knowing which small details to focus on. It's what turns the ordinary into extraordinary. With our vibrant, state of the art steel panels, Highbury Pools ensures your pool will be engineered for excellence. The drawings are even stamped by a professional engineer recognized in many US states and Canadian provinces.

Each panel is carefully crafted with an encapsulated, continuous stiffening angle, found at both the bottom and top rails. The sheer, brute force of this unique feature holds our contoured panels to a true radius.

All of our steel components are made from heavy, 14-gauge material, pre-finished with a powerful, anti-corrosion coating.

For maximum sturdiness and durability, we have several different support systems to choose from:

- Deck Brace
- A-Frame
- Deck Support System
- Inverted A-Frame

Extra strength and rigidity is provided with steel gussets every 24" along each panel.

In order to fully forge the strongest steel panels in the industry, we only use the strongest welding methods.
Our **ProFORM** product line offers flexibility in customizing the look of your backyard. Designed for an easy installation, the true advantage is in producing a cantilevered deck around your swimming pool at a fraction of the cost of natural stone. A collar can also be incorporated around the pool perimeter and any colour can be selected to compliment the setting.

**ProFORM Classic** – offers a classic cantilevered look with a smooth, clean and crisp finish.

**ProEclipse** – offers a smooth, bullnose finish.

**ProEDGE** – provides a contemporary finish to your cantilevered edge.

**ProSTONE** – cultivates a natural cut stone profile, using a unique, stamped pattern.

**Coping** is what holds the perimeter of your liner in place around the pool. There are a few different colour and style selections as well as your choice of aluminum or PVC material.

**Series Selection**

**Bullnose Series** – Provides a clean finish to the pool perimeter and duals as concrete deck forms.

**Top Mount Series** – Primarily used for a cantilevered deck installation.

**Front Mount Series** – Generally used for restoration projects, the design allows the liner to hide most of the track. This option is only available in aluminum.

**Features**

**Single** – Clean appearance and cost effective if no fitted winter cover will be used. Colour options available include *aluminum mill finish* (Top Mount Series) and *white* (Front Mount Series).

**Double** – Provides additional track for optional fitted winter cover. Colour options include *white* or *grey*.
One of the more popular features in the industry involves incorporating **Vinyl Over Stairs, Benches, and Sun-ledges**. With almost any configuration at your fingertips, Highbury Pools gives you the freedom to enjoy YOUR pool, YOUR way.

**Your Pool Your Way**

**STAIRS**

With MULTIPLE models, our stairs are guaranteed to satisfy the most pristine design. For added strength, both the Prestina Series and the Keressia Series consist of a multi-leg system, supporting a beam under each tread.

**Why Highbury Stairs?**

- Will not rust
- Easy to clean
- Tough and durable against the elements
- 25 year pro-rated warranty
Prestina Series

- 8-Foot Straight Bullnose
  - Also available in Cantilever

- 8' OR 10' Roman St-Step Cantilever
  - Also available in Bullnose

- 8-Foot Radius Roman Bullnose
  - Also available in Cantilever

- 4' Straight Step Cantilever
  - Also available in Bullnose

- 4' Radius Step Bullnose
  - Also available in Cantilever

- 2' In Wall Ladder 4 Tread

- 8' Roman Oasis Bullnose

- 6' Radius Bullnose
  - Also available in Cantilever and 48" Deep

- 6-Foot Straight Cantilever
  - Also available in Bullnose stairs and 48"

- 6' Twin Seat Cantilever
  - Also available in Bullnose

STAIRS

- 90 Degree Corner
- Sit-Step Cantilever only

Prestina Features...

Prestina stairs are constructed using a 35 year proven acrylic fiberglass recipe. The acrylic, non-skid surface is reinforced with hand-laid 100% pure fiberglass, special engineered resins, and does not contain any filler or additives. For installation purposes, an added bonus includes the factory installed, proven gasket system to ensure an exact fit and permanent bond every time. Colours available include white, grey, and blue.

FIBERGLASS COLOUR OPTIONS

- * Add '6' to part number for blue
- * Add '5' to part number for grey

25-Year Pre-Rated Warranty
Keressia Series

Specialty Stairs & Swim-Outs

In Wall Ladder

4’ Stair Straight STAHL14 *
6’ Stair Straight STAHL6 *
6’ Stair Cantilevered STAHL6CD

6’ Stair Straight Swim-Out STAHL6SO *
8’ Roman Step STAHL8RM

6’ Stair Straight Sit ‘N’ Step Bullnose STAHL8BSNS

8’ Stair Straight Sit ‘N’ Step Cantilevered STAHL8SNCD

2’ In Wall Ladder STAHL2

6’ Stair Radius STAHL69
6’ Stair Radius Cantilevered STAHL69CD

8’ Stair Radius STAHL89
8’ Stair Radius Cantilevered STAHL89CD

Stepping into the Future

Keressia stairs are constructed using a simple process. With a reliable, thermoplastic material the one piece design is vacuum molded to create the final product.

What are you waiting for...

Step into the future and contact your Highbury stair dealer!

* White Only